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Is it possible to specify business processes in a technology-independent and executable manner? That is the question this book addresses. There are diﬀerent
communities addressing business processes each with diﬀerent objectives, tools
and terminology – business process reengineering, business process modeling,
task modeling, business process management, workﬂow management. We seek
for a uniﬁed understanding of the phenomena addressed by these communities.
There is a huge potential for automation in today’s Enterprises. An integrated
platform for specifying and controlling processes in an enterprise would be an
enabling technology to use this potential. However, there are severe challenges
that must be overcome before such a platform can be designed. First, there
are structural frictions in today’s business process modeling and today’s business process implementations, i.e., lack of operational semantics and lack of
a canonical implementation. Second, current business process management
(BPM) and workﬂow technologies are not fully integrated with the application programsthat implement the dialogues of an enterprise application.
Business process models do not have a precise operational semantics in the
sense of a ﬁxed set of rules that describe the state changes in the system under consideration. There is no canonical mapping between the activities of the
business processes and the dialogues that support these activities. The workﬂow paradigm in its current form does not really help in this situation. Up to
now, workﬂow technology is only really convincing in the ﬁeld of document
management. Current business process execution and management technologies arose as enterprise application integration technologies and they are still
used in this manner. However, workﬂow technology is not yet a proven concept
as a general enterprise resource management technology.
Today’s BPM technology is successfully used in enterprise application
projects in the following sense. As a ﬁrst step the system analyst identiﬁes the
rules behind the interplay of existing enterprise applications. These rules are
then automated by a BPM product. Today’s BPM technology controls workﬂow states. However, it does not control the dialogues that bridge the workﬂow states – the dialogue states are not seen by BPM technology. This means,
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most importantly, that the dialogues are also not amenable to advanced BPM
tools and techniques like business process simulation and business process
monitoring.
Furthermore, if BPM technology is used to build a workﬂow-intensive
system from scratch it is not obvious any more how to design the humancomputer interaction. The problem is to ﬁx the right granularity of workﬂow
states versus dialogue states. Despite some heuristics a systematic treatment
of this question is still missing. We follow a diﬀerent, more direct approach:
workﬂow states and dialogue states are uniﬁed so that the aforementioned
problem simply does not appear any more. This text aims at characterizing and mitigating the mentioned gaps. We target a seamless speciﬁcation of
workﬂows and dialogues.
Objectives of the Book
We analyze the existing gap between business process modeling, which is a
system analysis activity, and business process automation, which is related to
system design. We also analyze the gaps and tension between current classes
of business process technology, i.e., business process modeling tools, workﬂow
deﬁnition, and integrated development environments. We claim that an analysis of the aforementioned gaps and tension is necessary before an integrated
business process management platform can be designed. These are some of
the discussions, questions, results and contributions of the book:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We explain that business process management lifecycle models should be
understood as pools of systematic activities and argue that they can hardly
be interpreted as strictly staged models in Sect. 2.4.1.
We propose a new model of IT ownership which cleanly separates foreseeable total costs of ownership and assessable total beneﬁt of ownership in
Sect. 2.6.4.
We introduce a spiral quality management system model in Sect. 2.7 which
is reductionist in terms of organizational functions but sophisticated in
terms of interfaces between organizational functions.
We identify three distinguishable aspects of component technology in
Sect. 3.3, i.e., the sub industry aspect, the infrastructure aspect and the
large system construction aspect.
We explain why today’s emerging CSCW tools should be exploited in
business continuity management in Sect. 3.4.
We propose the integration of business processes, production processes
and business intelligence by the means of data warehousing technology in
Sects. 3.6.2.
We distinguish between a global view on workﬂows, which is the view of
workﬂow supervisory, and a local view on workﬂows, which is the view of
the single workers involved in workﬂow executions, in Sect. 4.1. It turns
out that this distinction helps in the understanding of quality of design
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of business process speciﬁcations and also helps in understanding the gap
between business process modeling and business process automation.
We report on the informality of business process modeling languages in
Chapter 4 and why this informality is sometimes needed in projects. For
example, we report on the semantic inconsistencies of how events are used
in today’s business process modeling languages in Sect. 4.4.
We discuss the need for a means to specify arbitrary synchronization in
business process models and workﬂow deﬁnitions in Sects. 4.6 and 9.2.10.
We coin and deﬁne the term of a methodology stakeholder in Sect. 5.1.
We explain the impact of methodology stakeholders on the software engineering practices of real-world projects.
Throughout the text we foster a visualization independent viewpoint of
business process speciﬁcation and even more, i.e., a syntax independent
viewpoint or to say it better a concrete syntax independent viewpoint –
see, e.g., the discussion of abstract syntax in Sect. 5.1.3.
We describe two diﬀerent semantics of business processes with multiple
start and end events in Sect. 5.2.2, i.e., a self-contained semantics and a
global, context-embedded semantics. We describe that the selection of a
self-contained semantics has an impact on the ﬂexibility in building hierarchies and try to ﬁnd an explanation why a self-contained semantics seems
often to be preferred in practice.
We identify the reasons why methodology stakeholders stuck to the guideline of single entry or exit points for business process speciﬁcations – see
Sect. 5.2.3.
A visualization-independent characterization of uniqueness of interface
points – see Sect. 5.2.4.
We observe that certain type speciﬁcations for data in leveled data ﬂow
diagrams are control ﬂow constraints in Sect. 5.3.
We investigate the opportunity of bringing the best practices of structured
programming to the ﬁeld of business process speciﬁcation in Chapter 6.
This attempt is done in a sophisticated manner. It is accompanied by a
reconsideration of the arguments of structured programming in that we
ideally target to identify the scientiﬁcally discussable core – in the sense
of falsiﬁability [287, 288] – of the structure programming metaphor.
We explain workﬂow systems from the viewpoint of human-computer interaction in Sect. 7. We explain workﬂow systems as three-staged humancomputer interaction. On this basis we are able to distinguish between
terminal/server-style and windows-style workﬂow systems and analyze
their diﬀerences.
We explain the importance of a general instead of pattern-oriented viewpoint on the assignment of resources to activities in workﬂow automation
in Sect. 7.2.3.
We identify four well-distinguishable visions for service-oriented architecture, i.e., the enterprise application integration vision, the business-tobusiness-vision, the ﬂexible processes vision and eventually the software
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productizing vision – see Sect. 8.1. This clean distinction can help in
projects to identify and prioritize more quickly the actual targets of the
diﬀerent stakeholders who are advocating a service-oriented architecture
strategy.
We identify two diﬀerent styles of service-oriented architecture for enterprise application architecture which are basically distinguished from each
other by whether the service tier implements business logic and holds
persistent data and coin the terms fat hub resp. thin hub hub-and-spoke
architecture for these architectural styles – see Sect. 8.2.
We give a characterization of SOA governance as an approach to massive
software reuse – see Sect. 8.5.2
We elaborate that software reuse can be distinguished from software use,
i.e., that software reuse is the either a static use of arbitrary software or a
dynamic use of multi-tenant software – see Sect. 8.5.3.
We introduce the notion of a typed business process modeling. This approach has typed workﬂow charts as a basis which are integrated with a
hierarchy of typed business process models – see Sects. 9.2 and 9.4. The
analysis of leveled data ﬂow diagrams in Chapter 5 lays the basis for the
design of a concrete integrated typed business process platform.
We introduce workﬂow charts and deﬁne their semantics in Sect. 9.2.2.
Workﬂow charts are typed tripartite directed graphs. Workﬂow charts extend and generalize formcharts with respect to the needs of executable
business process speciﬁcation. This means that workﬂow charts resolve the
research question posed in Sect. 3.2. Using workﬂow charts as a domainspeciﬁc programming language means closing today’s gap in workﬂow definition and application programming.
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